
Report on "Distribution Internet-Based Load 
Altering Attacks against Smart Power Grids" 

Abstract- tilities all over the world consider the wide spread 
integration of communication technology in modem �,·er 
netwo1·ks. The main obstacle that faces these kind of techmDics 
is the existing of new sh·ategk-s for cybe1· intrusion in the direct 
load control command signals and demand side management price 
signals to cause grid instability or blackout through locations 
vulnernblc lo the Internet attacks. This repo1·t discusses that paper 
that focus on cybcr-altacks against the consumption sector only 
.lllrough explaining the target loads and the defense mechanisms 
Ubtock these types of attacks. The simulation results proposed 
cost efficient load protection plan to optimize the cost of protection 
;md ensure that the unprotected loads can't cause overflow to the 
circuit 01· any othe1· harms to the smart grid rity. 

llldex Terms- Demand side nmnagement, Internet based load 
altCl"ing attacks, Cost efficient load protection, smart grid sccu.-ity. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

T
HE RECEff revolution in power system smart grids, at all
sectors: generation, distribution and control, and 

consumption, can significantly utilize the modem 
communication and computation technologies, such as two way 
communication capability through sma11 meters, for delivering 
reliable and secured energy, as well as improving the efficiency 
of stability operation for the whole entire power grid [l]. 

Covering ecurity for every sector in the power system needs 
unfathomable requirements and if done incorrectly, fJan open 
new vulnerabilities in the infrastructure of the grid lo Internet 
based load altering attacks [2]. 

There are three different scenari f cyber-attacks according 
to the target sector of the attacks as shown in Fig. I. Type I 
cyber-attacks target the generation sector. Despite these type of 
attacks require advanced re ·ources in order to be completed, 
they have been succeeded in January 2008 for four cities [3]. 
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fig. I. Three types of cyber-attacks throuli the internet. 
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More information about the defense mechanisms for this 
category <II be found in [4].

Type II cyber-attacks target the distribution and control and 
dispatching centers sector. The hackers attempt to inject false 
data or errors in the state v8bles collected from the 
measurement sen ·ors toward the supervisory cont& and data 
acquisition (SCADA) to cause grid instability; blackout or 
damage to the grid equipment [4], [5]. 

Type III cyber-attacks target the consumption sector; which 
the report on this paper is focus on. Attackers exploit the 
increase in usage of demand side management (DSM) 
techniques, using the internet and distributed software, to attack 
the most critical locations for causing overflow in the circuit or 
disaster to the power transmission and user equipment. The 
contribution for this report can be concluded as follows. 

• An overview about the different type: of target load· that 
could be vulnerable to attackers to utilize them to cause 
major disaster to the grid. 

• An identification for multiple scenarios of defense
mechanisms against this kind of cyber-attacks and how to 
secure the price and command signals.

• A proposal strategy for cost efficient load protection that
.-ecure only the key locations in the grid only and at the

IJsame time ensure that the safety of the grid is not risky. 
The rest for this repo summarized as follows. In Section 

11, it illustrates how the internet based load altering attacks can 
take place against three different type of target loads. While in 
Section III, it shows a package of defense mechanisms that can 
be used to block this type of cyber-attacks. An optimization 
technique IJapply cost efficient load protection case study is 
discussed in Section IV. Conclusion and future \ ork are 
explained in Section V. 

fJ 
II. TARGET LOADS TIIROUGfJIIE INTERNET 

Internet based load altering attacks target a huge number of 
loads and consumption units that use the internet a e utmost 
vulnerable areas in the electric netv;ork to disperse the balance 
between the supply and demand profiles. Next, there is 
explanation for three types of loads that use internet. 

A. Data Centers and Compulalion Load

Data center's energy consumption is very huge as it contains
computer servers \\�th hundreds of thousands and substation 
transformers like what owned to Google and Microsoft. So, 
attackers utilize them to cause load fluctuations and as a result 
a massive effect on the electric nehvork [6). 
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